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ABOUT THE 6TH BUILD UPON WORKSHOP  

The 6th workshop in Ljubljana was conclusive - 
we gathered all findings and remarks from former 
workshops and choose those that we’ll represent as final 
recommendations to the government. We invited two 
international experts. The first one was Jean-François 
Marchand, Belgian expert on ESCO -financing and the 
second one French expert on future development in 
construction sector and author of recently issued research 
named The Energy transition of EU Building Stock Yamina 
Saheb PhD.

The introductory speech to last BUILD UPON workshop 
was held by Mr. Vojko Golmajer, the acting president 
of Green Building Council Slovenia. He pointed out the 
importance to ensure health and wellbeing in buildings for 
everybody.

He was followed by introductory speech of Mr. Boštjan 
Krajnc, director of energy agency KSSENA from Savinjsko  
Šaleška region, who participated at the workshop as a 
partner organization, representing there the outcomes 
of their Horizon 2020 project with very similar contents. 
The introductory speeches ended by description of GBC 
Slovenia, the GBC’s movement, BUILD UPON project and 
the contents of the current workshop.

First three lectures were all representing the contents of 
Horizon 2020 projects with content focused on renovation 
in construction sector. It started with Niko Natek from 
energy agency KSSENA, representing recently ended 
Horizon 2020 project on energy contracting as financial 
support to renovation. The following lecturer was again 
director of the same energy agency Boštjan Krajnc (who 
replaced Rajko Leban from energy agency GOLEA), 
describing good practice on energy contracting in 
municipality Goriška Brda. The first set of lectures ended 
with Jure Eržen from energy agency LEAG. He described 
Horizon project 2020 MODER with objective to introduce 
innovative design tools for buildings renovation on 
quartiers level. 

After lectures started first part of workshop, where 
participant were choosing among at previous lectures 
set recommendations for government on most important 
contents of next version of renovation strategy. It ended 
with first break with freshly baked bread from farm’s 
exterior oven and locally made cheese and salami.

We continued with first international speaker, Jean-
François Marchand, Belgian expert on ECSO financing 
of energy efficiency and renovation projects. His very 
interesting lecture was followed with similarly interesting 
discussion. In the second part of workshop we focused 
on most important recommendations and tried to find 
possible barriers for its implementation.

At the end of second third of event we had usual warm 
lunch for participants and time for more networking.

Last third of event started with second international 
speaker, Yamina Saheb PhD from France. She was 
representing her recently issued study on energy 
transition of EU building fund in a lecture entitled “How 
the building sector could unleash the 4th industrial 
revolution?”. Of course such a provocative presentation 
couldn’t stay without a very interesting debate. The last 
third of our workshop session was though very short - the 
participant stayed focused on topics they found most 
interesting at the event.

And what were the most important messages from the 
last, conclusive workshop BUILD UPON?

Most of participants pointed out as most important 
recommendation for government to adapt measures and 
regulations enabling better quality of buildings for their 
users, e.g. healthy living environment, better indoor air 
quality and security. We shouldn’t stay at energy efficiency 
only, but we have to follow deep renovation.
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